Accessibility Amenities in Cincinnati History Museum
Cincinnati History Museum: Entry

- Elevator access to Lower Level
- Braille accompanies the text panels
- Noise-reducing headphones and fidgets at all ticketing kiosks
- Whistle sounds when then pressure raises, and guest pushes the button.
- Hands-on elements at wheelchair height
Due to the historic nature of Union Terminal, ramp inclines are steeper than ADA recommendations.

Most of the information kiosks contain sounds, smells or tactile elements.

All information kiosks are wheelchair accessible and are written in English and Braille.
Text panels written in Braille.

The streetcar is hard to access for those with mobility concerns. Ask a CMC staff member to start the sensory friendly version if needed.

Wide aisles for easy mobility. Wheelchair users need to use the side ramp to access this gallery.
Cincinnati History Museum: Public Landing

This gallery has more dramatic lighting and sounds than other galleries.

The flooring changes up to four times in this gallery.

Lots of wide spaces for wheelchair users

All seating is adjustable in the gallery. The Public Landing also offers numerous tactile experiences for our BVI and sensory seeking guests.
Cincinnati History Museum: 
*Made in Cincinnati*

Lots of wide spaces for wheelchair users and offers numerous tactile experiences for our BVI and sensory seeking guests.

The theater has wide seating and space for wheelchair users at the front. It is a dark space with a lot of different visual and audio stimuli.

This gallery is darker than others and has different sounds throughout the exhibit that can be activated.
All interactives were made with wheelchair user height in mind. Whistle sounds when the guest pushes a slightly hidden button.

Information kiosks are wheelchair accessible and contain sounds, smells or tactile elements.

Wide open spaces, hands-on tactical and movable seating through the gallery.
Thank you

cincymuseum.org/accessibility
accessibility@cincymuseum.org